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1 Introduction 

A study of the A-dependence of particle production in lA and hA collisions is 
traditionally connected with phenomena of nuclear m~tter influence o~ particle for: 
mation. The difference between: the cross sections ofparticle production on free and 
bound nucleons is normally considered as an indication of new physics phenomena 
(EMC-effect [1, 2], IN-suppression [3, 4), enhanced A-dependence iii hadron pro
duction [5]). The A-dependence of cross section is usually presented in the form 
a = a

0 
· Aa(x,p_c)_ Here the factor a(x,pJ.) characterizes the influence of nuclear 

matter on the mechanism of particle formation. 
The A-dependence of hadron production over a high and low transverse momen

tum range was investigated in [5, 6] and [7, 8, 9), and a nontri~ial dependence of a 
on X= P!Pmax and Pl- was found. The analysis of the deeP-inelastic lA scattering 
data. [10] shows [11] that the ratio of F2 structure functions RAfD(x, A) for nucleus 
and nudeon is independent of transverse momentum Q2. The ratio parametrized 
in the form RAfD(x,A) = Xa1 (1+a2)(1-a3x), is described by the coefficients'ai 
expressed via. a. universal function depending on atomic number only. · 

The A-dependence of cumulative 7r+-mescin production in pA collisions at ez_:n =; 
180° was studied in [12].2 The ratio RAfD(X,A) ,= A-1P'A.IP'D as_ a function of 
cumulative number X [8] was have shown a. strong A-dependence. The ratio, was 
found to be practically constant over the range X < 1 and to reveal an exponenti~ 
growth at X > 1. The A-dependence of the ratio RAID demonstrates an asymptotic 
behaviour with increasing A. A similar exponential behaviour for the r~tio RGf[)(i) '= 
Ff / Ff of- deep-inelastic structure functiOl}S at x > 1 was predicted in [14] .• - _ 

A detailed review of the A-dependence of particle production in hA and AA 
collisions can be found in [6, 9, 13],[15]-[18] . (see also references therein): 

One ,of the methods to study the properties of nuclear matter is_ to .search for 
the violation of 'scaling laws established in elementary _collisions (. pp, fip, lp etcl 
In this paper, we study the A-dependence of z-scaling for direct_photon production. 

A new scaling, z-scaling, of particle production in pp and pp collisions _was pro
posed, and the A-dependence of the scaling function for the process pA-+ 7r+ X (A= 
H, D, Ti, W) was studied in [19, 20]. The scaling is based on fundamental pr~ci
ples of nature such as self-similarity, locality, fra.ctality and scale-relativity. The 
first one reflects the dropping of certain dimensional quantities or parameters out 
of a physical picture of the interactions. _The second principle concludes that the ' 
momentum-energy conservation law is locally valid for interacting constituents. The 
third the fra.ctality principle says that both the structure of interacting particles and 
their formation me'ma.nism are self-si~ar: over a kinematic range. . The forth on~, 
a scale relativity principle, states that the structures of _interaction and • interacting 
objects reveal self-similarity and fractality .on any scalej23, 24]. 

It was established [19,- 20, 24] that the scaling function H(z) was, expressed via 
two experimental observables, inclusive cross section Ed3a /drf and the multiplicity 
density of charged particles dN/d7Jirr=o = p(s). The :H(z) was found to be inde-

2 A-dependence of cumulative 1r±, K± and p production on Be, AI, Cu, Ta nuclei and at tf,;W ~ 90° 
and ~ 120° was studied in [13]. 
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pendent of center-of-mass energy .jS and the angle of produced, particle {}, The 
symmetry properties of H(z) allow us to connect the scaling functions for different 
particles ('ll'±,K±). The transformation parameter ahf,r" is interpreted as a rela
tive formation length. The scaling function H(z) describes the probability to form 
the hadron ~ith formation length z. The universality of H(z) means that the 
hadronization mechanism of particle production is of a universaJ nature, It. was 
foillld [20] that HPw < HPP for 71'+ -meson production over a high z range. It was 
concluded that nuclear matter in the hadronic phase intensified the hadronization 
process and decreased the formation length z. The influence of nuclear matter in 
the partonic phase on particle formation ,was assumed -to differ from that in the 
hadronic phase, In the first case, the melting of the hadron "coat" increases the 
hadronization length. In the second one, the enhancement of "dressing" bare parton 
leads to decreasing formation length. 

Direct photon production is studied in pp and pp collisions over a wide kinematic 
range of colliding energy and transverse momentum at CERN an1d Fermilab. It is 
considered that photons are mainly produced at high energy via two medmnisms, 
hadron decay (for example, 71'

0 
___. 21) and directly (Compton scattering and quark

antiquark annihilation). One 'of the main advantages of direct photons over the study 
of jets and single hadrons deriving from jets is t he f~llowing: the electromagnetic 
verte;_ is understood better than the hadronic one, the observed photons come 
from 'elementary interaction itself and only a few diagrams are important. Directly 
produced photons carry away information on a parton subprocess and, consequently, 
on' the hadron structure. Experimental data on the cross section are widely used 
to perform a QCD analysis, to determine the gluon structure function and to verify 
th~ theory itself [25]. The searcll for a discrepancy between experimental data and 
QCD results can give an indication of new physics. A NLO QCD ai1alysis of the 
data [21] on the cross section of direct photon production in pp and j5p collisions 
at .jS = 24 GeV was successfully performed, and the gluon structure function 
was determined [21] (see also [26] and references therein). Nevertheless, there is 
a problem of QCD description of data dealing with the choice of factorization, 
renormalization and fragmentation scales at different energy .jS. The principle of 
minimum sensitivity proposed in [22] does not completely resolve the problem. 

Prompt photon production is one among very few signals whieh can also provide 
direct information on the partonic phase of interaction in nucleus-nucleus collisicms, 
'Penetrating probes', photons and dilepton pairs are traditionally mnsidered to be 
one of the best probes for quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [27]. Direet photons do not 
feel strong forces, they provide both an undisturbed picture of collision for very 
short times and a ·comparison sample for understanding the interaction between 
quarks and' gluons and surrounding nuclear matter. 

Direct photon production based on the concept of z-scaling was considered in 
[28]-[31], The validity of z-scaling for direct photon produetion in 'PP and j5p col
lisions over a wide range of colliding energy, transverse momentum and the angle 
of produced photons was confirmed. A fractal behaviour of the scaling function, 
H(z) ·....., z-a, for both processes was found. 

In 'the present paper the A-dependence of the fractal dimension a of the scaling 
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funetion H(z) for the process pA-> 1X (A = p, Be) is studied. The paper is orga
nized as follows. A general concept of z-scaling is described in Section 2. Analysis 
of the experimental data and discussion of the obtained results are. presented in 
Section 3, Conclusions arc summarized in Section 4. 

2 General concept of Z-scaling 

Let us consider the inclusive process 

MI + M2 --> mi +X, (1) 

where MI and M2 are the· maises of colliding hadrons and m1 is the mass of 
produced inclusive particle. In accordance with St11.vinsky's ideas [8], the gross 
features of the inclusive particle distributions for reaction (1) at high energies can 
be described in terms of the corresponding kinematic cllaracteristics of the exclusive 
parton subprocess • 

(xiMI) + (x2M2)--> mi + (x1M1 + x2M2 + m2). {2) 

The parameter ·rn2 is a minimum mass introduced in connection with internal con
servation laws (for isospin, baryon number and strangeness). The XI and x2 are the 
scale-invariant fractions of the incoming 4-momenta P1 and P2 of colliding objects 

(P2q) +M2m2 
XI= 7 

(PIP2) - MIM2 

(Piq) +Mim2 
Xz = 

(PIP2) - MIM2. 
(3) 

The secondary particle carries. away momentum q. The centre-of-mass energy of 
subprocess (1) is defined as 

s = xi · M; +X~ · Mi + 2xl · Xz · (P1P2) (4) 

and represents the energy of colliding constituents necessary for inclusive particle 
production. The cross section of inclusive particle production in hadron-hadron 
interaetions in the framework of the parton model is governed by a minimum energy 
of colliding mnstituents u ...... 1/ smin ( x 11 X2). 

In accordance with the self-similarity principle, we searcll for the solution 

du -
dz = 'lj;(z),_ (5) 

where 'lj;(z) must be a scaling function, and we clloose the variable z as a physically 
meaningful variable which oould reflect self-similarity as a general pattern of hadron 
production. As shown in [19, 24], the clloice of z_ in ,the form 

2v'§ 
{6) 

z= M·H·p(s)' 

allows us to obtain a universal spectra description of hadrons (h = h±,'ll'±,K±,p-) 
produced in 'PP and pp collisions at high energies over a high transverse momentum 
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range. The coefficient n is considered to describe the tension of. a string stretched 
by partons. The dynamic quantity p(s) represents the average multiplicity density of 
charged particles produced in the central region of· collisions at a given energy fi. 
The coefficient n depending on x1 and x2 is introduced to take into. account vanous 
degrees of "softness" of the subprocesses underlying secondary particle production. 
The factor, for particle production in the central rapidity range, Ca.n be written as 

n = [(1- .XI)· (1- .-\2)]
6 (7) 

Here, the coefficients .-\1 and .-\2 are expressed via the fractions x 1 and x2 as follows 

Al =X!+ 
(1- x1) 

x 1 • Xz . (1 - Xz)' 

.; 

Az = Xz + (1- Xz) 
x 1 • Xz · (1 _xi) {8) 

The invariant differential cross section for the production of inclusive particle m 1 

depends on two variables, q1. and qll, through z = z(x~,x2 ) and x1.2 = x~.2 (ql.,qll). in 
the following way: 

Ed3CJ = _ __!:_ [d1j;(z) ~~ + 1j;(z):..!2__] . 
dq3 s1r dz 8x1 8xz 8x18xz 

Using (5) and (9), we can obtain the expression 

d3CJ 1 [d1/J(z) 1/J(z) ] 
Edq3 =-167rp(s)2M2 dz hl(x~,xz)+-z-hz(XJ.Xz) . 

The flinctions h1 and h2 are proportional to the partial derivatives 

8z 8z 
h1=-·-

8xl 8xz' 
z82 z 

hz = 8x18xz' 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and h1 . ~ h2 in a high energy region. Therefore the scaling. function H(z) is 
determined by the equation 

H(z) = __ 1 [d1f;(z) + 1/J(z)] 
167r dz z . (12) 

Using (10) and (12), we obtain the relation 

H( ) = (MI + Mz)zpz(s) . EdaCJ 
z 4hl dq3 

(13) 

relating the inclusive differential cross section and multiplicity density p(s) to the 
scaling function H(z). 

The properties of the scaling functions 1/J(z) and H(z) under scale transformations 
of their argument z can be written in the following form: 

z--> a- 1 z, H(z) ---> a-2 H(a- 1 z). (14) 
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3 A-dependence of fractal dimension 

The calculation of H(z) for the pp __, "{X and pEt __, "{X processes are performed 
using general expressions (6),(11) and (13) under the condition m1 = m2 = 0. The 
fitting functions of the experimental data. on the multiplicity density of charged 
p<Lrtieles ;u·c· usee! in the form p(s) = 0.74·s0

·
105 [32]-[34] and p-'1 (s) = 0.67·A0·18 -s0·105 

[20]. Recent experimental data. [35] <Lre well described by parametrization pA(s).a 
Figure 1{a) shows the dependence of the invariant cross section A-1Ed3CJ/dq3 

on the transverse momentum of p!"oduced ·photon ql. at different energy ;,JS. The 
Pxperimenta.l data for pp collisions are taken from [36]-[38]. The high accuraey data 
ou th!' inclusive direct photon cross section for an incident 530 and 800 Gt F/ c 
proton bemn and a Be tm·get averaged over a center-of mass rapidity range of 
-0.75 to 0.75 m1d -1.0 to 0.5 per nucleon are taken from [39]. The statistical er
rors &c• shown in Figure 1 only. We would like to note a general tendency of 
q1. -presentation of the cross section • data: a divergence of the spectra over a high 
(/1. nlllgl' with increasing ,fi;. The scaling functions H(z) corresponding to the smne 
data arc presented in Figure 1(b). Note some important features of H(z). The 
first one is that the points corresponding to pp collisions at ,fi; = 23 Ge v· and 
63 GcV coincide. The fact refiects the energy scaling of direct. photon production 
in pp collisions. Simil<Lr results were obtained for pEe collisions, too. Moreover, the 
coinci(lenee of the points obtained for different energies mHI angles gives us evidenep 
of the validity of energy and <mgular independence of the sealing function H ( z) 
for direct photon production in pBe collisions. The second one is that the ·sealing 
function reveals the power behaviour, H ( z) ,..., z-o. This implies that the process of 
photon formation demonstrates the property of fractality. a.'> well as self-similarity. 
The fraetality of photon pr()(hiction means that dw underlying pm·ton subprocess 
reveals th!' self~similarity property over a kinematie nmge of ,fi;, !JJ., IJ. The level 
of virtuality of the underlying process determined by the. values of colliding energy 
and transverse momentum, corresponds to ·fixed renormali~ation, faetori~ation and 
fragmentation scales. Tra.nsition from one· to mtother level .is governed by the n•nnr
rnali~ation equation of corresponding field theory (perturbativl; and nonperturbative 
QCD). As seen from Figure 1(b), the scaling function for thl; JJBc _,"{X procc•ss is 
found to be a linear one on log-log scale. The value of fractal dimension npllc C'CJUals 
5.97 <UH! Opllc ~ nl'l'" The fact means that the nucle& 'matter chmtges the probabil
ity of photon formation with different. length z mul not the fractal dimension 
of the medmnism (photon "dressing"). The· nuclear dfect cm1 hP described by thl· 
ratio RAf"(z, A) = HA(z)/ H~'(z) of the sealing functions of nucleus and proton. On!' 
c<Ul see from Figure 1 that the ratio is practically independent of z mHI thP function 
RAfp depends on atomic number only. Nevertheless, thl• e.xperimenta.l verification of 
the statement should be performed. Taking into ~I.Ccx~'tmt an experimP!lta.l cUTuracy, 
the obtained results give us a confirmation, that the! fractal dimension n is indP
pendent of A. It should be emphasi~ecl that the z-in(lq;endenn~ of thP ratio n·t;,. 
can allo,;_, u·s to n~a.ke predictions of photon spectra in different pA collisions using 

:
1Tiu· aut.hor· is v:ra.t.eful tu <!.P.Skoro for useful cliseussions un t.his nu~t.t.•·r. 
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Figure 1. (a) Dependence of the indusive eross seetion of direct photon produe
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the expression 
HA(z) = RAIP(A) · W(z). (15) 

We use the universality of the scaling function of direct photon production in pBf: 
collisions to predict photon spectra at higher energy ..jS. Figure 2 demonstrates the 
A-1Ed3a/dq3 dependence on the transverse momentum of produced photon q1_ at 
..jS = 63,200 and 500 GeV and at an angle of 90°. The fractions x 1 and x2 covering 
the kinematic range with changing 'momentum q are shown in Figure 3. 

4 Conclusions 

The z-scaling of direct photon production in w and pEe collisions at high energies 
was considered. The scaling functions H(z) for the processes TJTJ __, 'YX and pEf'. ~ 
1X were constructed. The confirmation of the energy and angular independence 
of H(z) for pEe and w collisions' was obtained. The power behaviour of the 
scaling function, H(z) ...., z-"', for photon production in pEe and w collisions was 
established. The fractal dimension o was found to be the same for both proeesses, 
GpBe ~ Gpp· Based on the obtained results, the condusion that the fractality of 
the self-similar proeess of photon formation is not rllanged . by nudear matter was 
drawn. The violation of the fractal dimension o of ~irect photon produetion is 
considered to be a new signature in searching for new physies phenomena in w and 
pA collisions at high colliding energies over a transverse momentum range. 

The study of the A-dependence of z-sealing and the search for z sealing violation 
of direct photon production in pA and AA collisions at high energies and high q1_ 
are of great interest with commissioning such a colliders of heavy nuelei as HHIC 
(BNL) and LHC (CERN). 
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